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Future Research Directions in the Economic Analysis of Information Systems

Michal David Cooper

Within the past ten years a new tack has been taken in the evaluation of library and information systems and has assumed the form of an economic analysis of these systems. The purpose of this paper is to outline the scope of this emerging field and outline the direction that its research should take. The topics to be discussed are micro-economics, macro-economics, public finance, welfare economics, labor economics, and cost analysis, as applied to library and information systems.

Micro-Economics

Micro-economic analysis of information systems and services has occurred in four areas: demand analysis, price determination, and calculation of production and cost functions.

The demand for various types of information services can be estimated in many ways including economic analysis. The work by Zweizig [61] is typical of the behavioral approach in which a number of socio-economic and demographic variables are used to predict library use. Morse's method [40] uses mathematical models to predict book use based on subject category and past circulation history. The economic approach examines the relationship between price and quantity. Casper's work [11] is an excellent example of that technique.

As part of demand analysis it is necessary to analyze pricing of services. In many cases information is supplied free of direct charge, but there is a growing tendency to impose fees for certain types of services (e.g. on-line searching). Setting prices for public sector products is extremely complex because of welfare considerations and also because of potential conflict with private industry. Welfare considerations in price determination involve analyzing the extent to which individuals economic well-being is affected by prices. The issue of conflict between the public and private sector will be addressed in a subsequent section of the paper. A number of authors have explored the pricing issue including Casper [12], Cooper [17], and Kind [29].

The question of whether there should be direct charges for public sector products, and the scope of existing charges, is discussed by Mushkin [41]. Various approaches to price-setting are analyzed by Baumol and Bradford [4], Lutz [36], and Zais [60]. Baumol and Bradford discuss the use of marginal cost pricing. Their theory suggests that price be determined by analyzing price elasticity of demand. Lutz and Zais surveys a number of strategies that can be used in setting prices, and Zais analyzes how prices should be set for an information product using marginal cost pricing concepts.

Demand analysis relates the price to the quantity of information supplied. Production functions relate the quantity of outputs or services produced to the cost of providing that service. One objective of such an analysis is to see the relation between the size of an organization and its cost per unit of service. Research on the use of production functions has begun only recently. This methodology is used to determine the appropriate size of an institution providing information services, and one part of it is to determine whether or not economies of scale exist. An analysis of economies of scale involves determining whether the cost per unit of output increases, decreases, or remains the same as the size of the organization changes. However, the methodology needs better measures of output for use in the production functions. Additive output functions will have to be modified to weigh each output according to the resources used to produce it. Cooper [18], Hayes [27], and Ross [54] have all investigated the problem using different approaches.

There are a number of micro-economic research topics that have not yet been examined. With respect to demand analysis, little is known about how the demand for information changes with its price, or how the demand changes with the income level of the requester. The impact of prices on the social welfare of information users is relatively undocumented and requires considerable more research.

Macro-Economics

Macro-economics analyzes the overall structure of the information sector of the economy. The classic description of the information economy is that by Fritz Machlup [37] (which is in the process of being updated).
Machlup showed that a very large portion of the resources of the United States economy are devoted to the production and distribution of knowledge. The analysis required regrouping the traditional functions of an economy into information and non-information related activities. He included in the information sector such traditional activities as printing and publishing, but also education, legal and accounting assistance, and computing, to name but a few. Porat (49) has performed a similar analysis but with different categories and a slightly different approach.

Discussions of the magnitude of the information sector lead to the question of how it has been growing, and the expected future trends. King et al. (32) presents a comprehensive set of tables and graphs that show statistical indicators of the growth of scientific and technical communication.

Among the topics requiring further attention in this area are an examination of the differences between Machlup’s and Porat’s conception of the information economy. An important extension of both of their research would be to perform the same analysis in other countries. The feasibility of restructuring the way in which the United States keeps the National Income Accounts must also be examined to see whether “Information” should be included as an explicit account rather than being implicit in others.

Some major sectors of the economy have been analyzed in terms of the types and quantities of raw materials that go into them and the resulting outputs. This type of analysis is worth investigating for use in the information sector.

Public Finance

A public finance approach to information systems and services assumes that the institutions involved are, in fact, ‘public’ and studies their financing, the distribution of their services to society, and what can be done to improve this distribution. It also considers whether supporting these activities places an unequal burden on individual members of a society. These issues have been analyzed in government organizations other than libraries and information centers; for example, by Cohn (13) and Benson (6) in education and Hirsch (28) in other government services.

Some research has been performed on the public financing of library services. The monograph by Prentice (50) summarizing current methods of financing public libraries is a valuable addition. The Government Studies and Systems report (25) provide details on public library finance. The work by Aaron (1) and Netzer (42, 43) while not explicitly concerned with information services, are important additions to our understanding of the property tax—the tax used most frequently to support public libraries.

DeWath (22) has applied a time allocation model to the financing of public libraries. In this model, the user explicitly considers the value of his or her time when deciding whether to use the public library to satisfy an information need. DeWath has also analyzed client groups who use the library to determine whether public financing is appropriate, given the client mix.

The way in which libraries in the United States are funded dictates many of the areas of further research. Little analysis has been conducted on whether the federal, state, or local government is the appropriate one to fund libraries; and what proportion of funds should come from each.

In the past there have been Federal assistance acts, such as Revenue Sharing (55), and the Library Services and Construction Act which have distributed funds to local government. Little is known about the effect of such legislation on operating libraries and the constituencies involved.

An important, yet unexplored, area is the amount that people who use information from public sources pay in relation to the value of the information received. Ideally there should not be a disproportionate burden (in relation to ability-to-pay) placed on various groups of users and non-users of information services. Yet, there has been little research to determine if this proposition is true.

Welfare Economics

Related to the public nature of most information systems are welfare economic questions. These pertain to how to set prices for information supplied by public organizations, how to measure the benefits to society of information use and how to determine whether the benefits of information accrue to more than just the immediate receiver of the information (i.e. whether there are externalities).

The section of this paper on micro-economics has outlined some of the issues related to the pricing of information. Central to the topic is whether direct charges should be levied; and in order to answer this, both a measure of the effect of a fee on the user and a measure of the benefit received by society from infor-
information services is needed. Both are required so that a proper balance can be struck between individual and societal welfare in price determination.

Measuring the benefit of information is the most complex task facing researchers today. There have been attempts at benefit measurement in other fields such as recreation (38), education (6), and economic development (26); and Prest and Turvey (51) have surveyed many others, along with the methodology used in conducting cost benefit analyses. Within libraries, Goddard (24) has attempted to analyze the effect of information services on certain client groups. Newhouse and Alexander (44) estimated benefit according to how much a user would be willing to pay for library services, and Braunstein summarized some of the problems (9).

A number of topics in welfare economics of information bear further investigation. There has been some discussion in the literature of the concepts of externalities, merit goods, and public goods as they apply to information, and elaboration is called for, especially with regard to refinement of their definitions. Considerable work needs to be done in developing benefit measures.

Public—Private Issues

A micro-economical versus a welfare economic approach to the analysis of information systems and services implies two alternative views of the way in which allocation decisions are made. Private enterprise relies on the market mechanism (the price system) to determine who receives services. Welfare economics relies on benefit measures to substitute for prices in the market allocation scheme. The major providers of library-type services in the United States are government agencies who generally obtain their information from publishers. The situation has changed in recent years with considerable entrepreneurial activity in the information sector and with the formation of trade groups such as the Information Industry Association.

Many difficult problems arise when both private enterprise and public organizations produce and supply information. For example, how much information should be supplied by government versus private organizations? Should the government sell information to the private sector and let the private sector distribute it to the public? What problems of social equity are raised by public vs. private provision of information? Most of these topics have yet to be addressed.

Productivity

Automation has had considerable impact on the provision of information services. Not so obvious, but certainly important, is the ongoing attempt by most organizations to improve the productivity of their workers with better procedures and systems.

The productivity of individuals in manufacturing organizations has been measured for a considerable length of time and is regularly reported in U.S. government publications. The difficulty comes when the same techniques are applied to service organizations. Productivity is a measure of the output produced each hour a person works. In manufacturing organizations, like a steel mill, such computations are relatively straightforward. But in the case of a library or information center it is much more difficult to characterize the output or develop an output function. Some attention has been given to this problem within government (2, 39) and Cooper (18) has discussed the problem of output measures in libraries. Once these measures have been defined and validated, productivity measurement can be applied to information organizations on an ongoing basis.

Labor Economics

Information systems and services require qualified individuals to operate them. The scope of inquiry into the needs of the information profession is very broad. It includes analyzing the educational requirements; the types of training programs that exist and that need to be developed; and the number of individuals already in, and required in, the profession.

Cooper (115) has surveyed some of the factors that influence the demand for librarians. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) (56) has analyzed the supply and demand for librarians in the United States and has made projections of that demand. Cooper (16) performed a similar analysis for the State of California.

Neither the BLS nor Cooper has considered personnel classifications other than those of librarian or library assistant, a study in progress at the University of Pittsburgh (53) takes a much broader view. It attempts to define an 'information professional' and includes in the definition many other types of workers beside librarians. Once this definitional study is completed, it will be possible to analyze personnel needs in a much broader context.

Numerous issues remain to be explored within the area of the library and information science labor force:
the wages and salaries of information professionals, the tradeoff between the use of paraprofessionals and professionals in information activities; and the reasons why those trained for the information profession leave it or never enter it. Quantitative data is lacking on retirement rates, unemployment rates, benefits, working conditions, and migration patterns. The models used to predict demand for and supply of workers are elementary and need further elaboration and validation.

Cost Analysis

Cost analysis is the most prevalent type of economic analysis of information systems and services. Among the organizations that have been studied are libraries, publishers, information centers, clearinghouses, document reproduction facilities, on-line search services, and database producers.

Typical cost studies of libraries include those that have analyzed just the processing costs of library operations (10), (46), (34), reference and interlibrary loan costs (47), as well as all aspects of library costs (57, 58). Cost analysis of document processing and distribution facilities received a careful treatment from Price (52).

Several articles have investigated the costs and economics of journal publishing. Berg (7, 8) has developed cost equations, Baumol and Braunstein (5) have analyzed economies of scale and costs, and King et al. (31) have taken a comprehensive look at many aspects of scientific journals.

On-line search services have also been the subject of cost analysis. Cooper and DeWath (20) have studied the time and cost involved in performing a search, and in a separate study (21), have analyzed how the costs change when fees for the search service are instituted. Elchesen (23) has compared the cost of performing manual versus on-line searches.

Another aspect of cost analysis that has come under scrutiny is cost estimating equations. Baumol and Marcus (3) analyzed costs in academic libraries of different sizes, types (2-year, 4-year, university), and institutional control (public, private). Williams et al. (59) and Palmour (45) have studied the costs of owning journals in one's own library as opposed to borrow in them when needed. Wiederkehr of King Research in the process of developing a model to predict this costs of maintaining a library card catalog in its presence form versus converting it to microform or to an on-line system. Cooper (19) has derived cost estimating relations for the on-line search process.

The references cited in this section are indicative of a large body of work analyzing costs. More research needs to be done. For example, there is still little effort devoted to the implementation of ongoing cost collection and monitoring systems. Aside from a few notable exceptions (57, 58), little data has been generated to allow valid cost comparisons between libraries.

While some studies have been performed on the costs of on-line systems to users, no published information is available on their computing (or internal processing) costs. Furthermore, little is known about the marginal costs of on-line searching and their relation to the capacity of the computer systems.

For the most part, journal, abstract, and index publishing is a proprietary activity and little appears in the literature on its economics: Nevertheless, a number of issues deserve analysis, one of the most important of these is the problem of a user accessing information through an on-line search service or through the hard-copy version of the document. (30). Depending on how the publisher sets the price of a hard copy as opposed to a computer tape version of the data base, a shift to more on-line use can change the economics of the publishing program considerably.

Summary

This paper has reviewed the scope of economic analysis of information systems and services. Considerable progress has been made in the analysis of these systems using the tools of economics, and the paper shows that there are many topics yet to be addressed and still others that deserve further research.
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